
WEEK 1 :  JUNE 7–11

Little Explorers TH
Explore the many trails at Flanders to see if we can discover the 
animals that call the forest their home. There will be a visit to the pond, 
farm and meadow as we look for creatures big and small! AGES 3–5 

Ready, Set, Explore! SH
Are you ready to visit the pond, meadow and brook to catch and 
release the creatures that live there? Go on daily adventures to see  
all that Flanders has to offer—including a visit to the farm animals! 
AGES 5–9

WEEK 2 :  JUNE 14–18

Outdoor Expeditions TH
Hike the trails to discover all the animals 
that call the forest home. Scoop in the 

insects. Go on a bug hunt, search for tracks 
and visit the farm animals for an exciting 
outdoor adventure. AGES 3–5

Flanders Fun SH
Explore the great outdoors; catch frogs in the pond, insects in the 

scavenger hunts, while tracking and on underground investigations. 
Visit the farm animals and experience all of Flanders incredible 
adventures! AGES 5–9

WEEK 3 :  JUNE 21–25

Amazing Science TH
Young scientists will be mixing, measuring, and squeezing to create 
weird and wacky science experiments. Watching reactions and 
practicing laboratory skills are all part of being a scientist for a week! 
AGES 3–5

Habitat Hunt SH

adventure as we learn amazing facts about mammals, reptiles, birds, 
insects, and amphibians! Get ready for daily scavenger hunts, stories, 
games and exciting discoveries! AGES 5–9

Experience Flanders NB

Get moving, get outside, hike and explore our 200 acre campus . . .  
catching creatures in the pond and insects in the meadow. Follow 
tracks in the woods and discover all the animals at the farm. Stories, 
art, crafts, and games create an exciting outdoor adventure every day! 
AGES 5–9

Art Naturally S

materials. Dig for clay, mix paint from plants, build rock sculptures, 
and make sand paintings. Collect leaves for handmade paper, try seed 
mosaics and discover beautiful earth made art. AGES 5–9
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Children & Youth Programs 



Culinary Curiosities VV
Get your mixing bowls and oven mitts ready for some culinary creations! 
Science takes center stage while baking, boiling, or broiling as you 
discover the connections between cooking and chemistry. AGES 7–10

Forest Habitat VS
Tree-mendous exploring invites participants to understand diversity 
of life in the forest. Capture and release creatures for close-up 
observations, enjoy daily challenges, scavenger hunts and games all 
designed to understand the complex dynamics of a forest ecosystem 
from the smallest insect to the oldest tree. AGES 10–13

FLANDERS SCIENCE ACADEMY

Swamps, Springs, And Marshes:  
Trekking Through Wetlands SB
FULL DAY, 2-WEEK ACADEMY
Students experience the local environment as a system made of 4 
different components; water, air, earth, and life. These components are 
connected and impact each other and are illustrated in the multiple 
wetland ecosystems on the Flanders campus. Students study four 

presentation. (This program runs from June 21–July 2.) AGES 10–13

WEEK 4 :  JUNE 28–JULY 2

Eagle Eyes TH
Let’s learn about our feathered friends as we search for nests, eggs 
and baby birds. How do hawks hunt? How do owls see at night? 
Stories, art and games all teach us about the winged and wonderful 
world of birds. AGES 3–5

Wizard Science SH
Science or Magic? Spend a week advancing your wizard skills and 
exploring a forest brimming with magical beasts and mysteries. Learn 
the power in plants for healing and potions or toxic secretions from 
creepy creatures. Make wizard wands; learn transformation power 
of wild beasts or gemstone and crystal healing. Go on an owl prowl, 
make fairy dust slime, and discover your true inner power. AGES 5–9

Fun at the Farm NB  

you hold baby chicks or ducklings. Feel the soft rabbit fur, brush the 
ponies, help feed the animals and help catch that rascal rooster. Enjoy 
games, stories, and art to harvest a bushel of fun! AGES 5–9

Animal Art S
Discover some amazing animals that live on land and in water to 
inspire your artwork. Learn drawing skills and painting techniques to 

create realistic details of feathers, 
fur, and scales. Catch and release 
creatures for daily observations 
of close-up details that inspire 
amazing works of art! AGES 5–9

Garden  
Gourmet VV
From the earth to your plate, 
create delicious, nutritious 
meals and snacks from the fresh 
harvest. Learn the challenges of 
growing vegetables or raising 
free range eggs and how farming 
practices impact our bodies, our 
communities, and our world! 
AGES 7–10

Wetland Wanderings VS

Grab a net and bucket to capture and release aquatic insects, 

to life in the water. AGES 10–13

WEEK 5 :  JULY 5–9

Animals, Animals, Animals! TH

with amazing discoveries all about animals that live in the forest, pond, 
farm, and meadow. AGES 3–5

Pond Life SH
We have a net, magnifying glasses and a bucket ready to capture 
creatures from large to small at the pond for an aqua-amazing 
adventure! Will you catch a frog, snake or turtle? Bring your water 

discoveries every day! AGES 5–9



Animal Adventures! NB  
Mammals, birds, amphibians, reptiles, and insects are all part of a week 

You will be amazed at the abundance of life at Flanders. AGES 5–9

Magical Masterpiece S
Let your imagination sparkle in the magical world of fairies, unicorns, 
wizards, and trolls. Collect natural materials to build your own 
enchanting fairy house with clay, sticks and stones. Hike the trails 
creating whimsical wizard wands, treasure rocks and mystical beast 
creations! AGES 5–9

Bake Shop VV
Mix, measure, and prepare ingredients to create cakes, pastry, 
puddings and cookie masterpieces. Whip up frostings to top off the 
day or get creative decorating as a baker extraordinaire! That upside 
down cake will make your smile right side up! AGES 7–10

Scavenger Hunt VS
Our hikes to diverse habitats will include a daily “hunt” with fun in 
mind! Can you capture a red spotted newt, stink bug or click beetle? 
Our educational games challenge young minds while connecting to 
nature and enjoying the great outdoors! AGES 10–13

WEEK 6 :  JULY 12–16

Farming Adventure TH
We will have an egg-cellent time learning about chicks, hens, and 
roosters. Play duck, duck goose with a real duck?! Learn all about farm 

plant seeds, and have a farm-tastic week! AGES 3–5

Animal Adventure SH
Do you know how many kinds of animals live at Flanders? Do you 
know what kind of hawks and owls live here? Discover mammals, 

learn about carnivores, herbivores, or omnivore that live outside, 
in the great outdoors on hikes, catching expeditions and wetland 
wanderings! AGES 5–9

Duck, Duck, Goose NB  
Bring your water shoes to have a splashing good time learning 
about webbed foot wonders. Waterfowl, frogs and beavers all share 
adaptations to life in the water. Adopt a duckling for a week for a 
quack-tastic wetland learning adventure. AGES 5–9

Sculpture! S
Clay, stone, papier-mâché, wood, wire, and recycled material all 
combine to create your own art creations. Learn about famous 
sculptors to inspire and build your next work of art! AGES 5–9

Epicure Adventure! VV
Let your taste buds travel around the world as you mix, measure, 
knead and toss together ingredients to discover delicious, nutritious 
dishes that you can make from across the globe. Be prepared to 
impress your family and friends with your worldwide culinary skills! 
AGES 7–10

FLANDERS ADVENTURE ACADEMY

Young Anglers SB
NEW FULL DAY, 1-WEEK ACADEMY

along with the importance of learning to conserve, protect, and 

based package of environmental, ecological, and angling information. 
You will learn to cast, identify your catch, select the right bait, 
and tie a variety of strong knots. Students receive instruction, 
participate in fun demonstrations and hands-on activities and will 

live in Flanders’ ponds and marsh. Educated anglers have a better 
understanding of our resources and the role we play. AGES 8–10

Farm Animals 101 VS
Spend a week, hands-on, learning how to manage farm animals. Halter 
and groom the horses, feed the pig, sheep and goats, trim hooves. Build 

challenges and responsibilities of animal care. AGES 10–13
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WEEK 7 :  JULY 19–23

Wetland Wonders TH
What reptiles and amphibians will we discover living in Flanders 
marsh, ponds, and streams? Grab a bucket and net as we catch frogs, 

small creatures for an amazing aquatic adventure! AGES 3–5

Dig Into Dinosaurs SH
Dig into facts about large and small, meat eating and plant eating 
dinosaurs. Discover the Jurassic world of fossils, volcanoes, and 
geology! Start a rock collection, learn about the rock cycle, and have 
an exciting underground expedition as a paleontologist! AGES 5–9

Farm-Tastic NB  
Get mooo-ving to add agriculture and adventure for a week of being 
a farmer. Round up the sheep and goats, capture all the chickens and 
help feed the pig’s slop. Learn about farming tools through time in our 
tool museum to discover all the challenges and rewards of a growing 

AGES 5–9 

Monster Art S  
Let your imagination decide whether to make frightening or friendly 
futuristic species or an extinct messy, muddy monster mask. Enjoy a 
creature catching expedition to inspire art on the wild side . . . if you 
dare! AGES 5–9

Cupcakes and Edible Art VV
A Flanders favorite, creating delicious cupcakes and desserts that 

watch them disappear . . . a culinary magic show! AGES 7–10

Dig In VS
Discover unique survival habits hidden under rocks, in the soil and 
in underground tunnels. Grab a rock hammer to dig into the world 
of geology, rocks, and minerals. Make plaster casts, test soil samples, 
make fossils prints, learn worm farming, and collect burrowing bugs to 
help build an understanding of life below the surface. AGES 10–13

FLANDERS ADVENTURE ACADEMY

Survival Academy SB

FULL DAY, 1-WEEK ACADEMY
Love exploring the woods and nature? This Academy will have an 
exciting adventure each day with extreme survival scenarios, working 
together as a team to develop the skills needed to overcome outdoor 
challenges. Participants will learn the essential survival techniques of 

crafts. Be prepared for the adventure of a lifetime! AGES 8–10

WEEK 8 :  JULY 26–30

Treasure Hunt TH

look for clues along the trails, discover secret stairs in the forest and 
pan for gold in a hidden brook. Bring your sense of adventure as you 
dig for gems, go on scavenger hunts, and solve mysteries! AGES 3–5

Forestry Forensics SH

habitat and clean air. Discover a hidden world of animals living in 
the leaves at the top and the roots at the bottom. Catch incredible 
creatures while you look under decomposing logs, follow tracks to 
discover wildlife, be bear aware and discover amazing nocturnal 
animals and facts how people are dependent on forests. AGES 5–9

Farm Detectives NB

Calling all detectives . . . Who is stealing grain from the barn at night? 

house and discover who dug a hole under the fence to hunt the sheep 
at night! Children will learn some real-life challenges keeping livestock 
safe, about predator prey relationships and enjoy daily challenges to 
solve barnyard mysteries. AGES 5–9

Clay Creations S

practice pinching, throwing, and coiling to develop techniques to be a 
sculptor and potter! Mix sticks, stones, and sand for experimental rock 
cycle creations. Dress for a mess and get ready to impress! AGES 5–9 

Energy Snacks VV
Get your feet moving with energy packed snacks. Measure and mix 
or blend to create some delicious healthy choices with super charged 
ingredients that keep you going while you hike the trails! AGES 7–10

FLANDERS SCIENCE ACADEMY

Secrets of the Forest SB
NEW FULL DAY, 1-WEEK ACADEMY
Gain a hands-on understanding of what a forest is, its importance as an 
ecosystem, and the amazing, sometimes hidden forces of nature within 

forest and use measurement skills to determine the age and life cycle 
stages of a sample of trees. Study the forest’s role as a habitat and 

footage, making conclusions about the level of animal diversity in the 
forest. Finally, campers will work together on a creative presentation, 
with highlights of their week as forest researchers. AGES 8–10

Alone . . . Together! VS
Explore the forest to learn how to 

tracking to learn how to thrive in the 
woods. Making tools, forest foraging 
and other outdoor survival skills will 
complete a week in your new forest 
home. AGES 10–13



WEEK 9 :  AUGUST 2–6

Earth Art at the Trail House TH  
Imagination and creativity combine as our young artists discover that 
art is all around us! Explore trails to collect natural material to make 
colorful, plant-tastic paint, dig for clay and create stick and stone art 
with their own creative style. AGES 3–5

Splash! SH
We may get wet and muddy as we enjoy a week of discovering life 
in the water! Bring your water shoes to visit the stream to catch 

the ponds as we learn about adaptations in extraordinary wetlands! 

aquatic adventure. AGES 5–9

Baby Animals at The Barn NB

What cute little babies were born in the barn? Enjoy learning about 
baby animals . . .  chicks, piglets, lambs, kids, and bunnies. Let’s hike to 
the forest, meadow and ponds to discover newborn animals in nature. 
AGES 5–9

Plant-astic ART S
Twig frames, leaf mobiles, printmaking, root sculptures and seed 
mosaics are all part of discovering the power of plants in art. Nature 
hikes inspires us to collect and create our own art supplies to make 
unique journal paper, homemade charcoal, pine sap glue and earth-
made paint. AGES 5–9

Junior Chef VV

lunch, dinner and dessert! Bring your own personality and style into 
your kitchen creations as you enjoy learning lifelong culinary skills. 
AGES 7–10

Veterinarian Ventures VS
Do you like taking care of animals? Spend a week learning what it 
takes to become a vet. Heart rate, pulse, temperature, and emergency 
care all combine to help keep animals safe and healthy. Rehabilitation, 

ordered!” AGES 10–13

WEEK 10 :  AUGUST 9–13

Dinosaur Discoveries TH
Dig in to discover all about dinosaurs from the meat eaters to the  
plant eaters! Future paleontologists will make plaster footprints,  
dig for bones and have a BLAST learning about volcanoes, geology  
and more! AGES 3–5

Tracking Adventures SH
Search for clues to discover tracks of many mysterious creatures, from 
large to small. Daily scavenger hunts will sharpen your observation 
skills as you learn about life in the forest, predator-prey relationships, 
tracking and food chain dynamics. AGES 5–9

Go Goats! NB

Here we go again . . . back by popular demand! 
Get your goat ready for hiking while we explore 
Flanders’ trails. Will goats eat poison ivy or 
tin cans? Learn about goats true eating habits, 
try milking a goat, play goat games and create 
van-goat art. Goat Olympics? Why not! Kidding 

AGES 5–9 

Aqua-amazing Art S  
Watercolors and art discoveries combine for a week exploring 
wetlands. Try cattail weaving, drizzle, drip and drop paint for abstract 

inspire works of art. AGES 5–9 

FLANDERS SCIENCE ACADEMY

Amazing Animal Science SB
FULL DAY, 1-WEEK ACADEMY
Through the study of domestic and wild animal, students learn that 
animals all share certain survival needs, and meet those needs in 
different ways. They investigate external parts of different animals 
and discover that each part has a function that helps in survival, and 

students act as engineers, and identify a problem to solve using 
biomimicry of an animal or animal part. Using available materials, they 
build a model of their invention. AGES 6–8

That’s SOOOOO Gross! VV

chopping and creative chaos in the kitchen making desserts and dishes 
that taste way better than they look. Be prepared to create food that 
looks AWFUL . . . but tastes great! AGES 7–10

Earth Art VS  

sculptures, stick people, and leaf mosaics as you explore using only 
natural materials. Enjoy daily creative challenges and art adventures 
that use land as the canvas. Dig for clay to sculpt, paint rocks, and 
enhance the trails with your inspired art creations. AGES 10–13

WEEK 11 :  AUGUST 16–20

Baby Animals TH

Come explore Flanders as we discover baby animals are all around us. 

goats are all part of life cycle discoveries. AGES 3–5

Creature Catch SH
You will be amazed at the interesting creatures living in the forest, 
meadows and water. Catch and release specimens to learn facts about 
often-overlooked creatures on your exciting insect investigations, frog 

AGES 5–9
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Veterinarian Life NB

Enjoy learning how to take care of farm 
animals. Be the vet for a week learning to 
check heart rate, temperature and provide 
emergency care for chickens, rabbits, goats, 
sheep, horses, and ducks. AGES 5–9

A-RRR-T! S
Reduce-Reuse-Recycle . . . Let’s get creative with recycled materials! 
Add your imagination to innovation with a whole lot of tape, glue, 
string, or staples. Try newspaper sculptures, crazy cardboard 
creations, and plastic bottle art! All part of earth friendly artistic 
expression while up-cycling, creativity, and tons of fun! AGES 5–9

Party Time VV
Create the menu, set the table, decorate, and get ready to celebrate 
with food. From invitations to food preparation, discover all the steps 
to a great gathering of family or friends. Mix together fun and fresh 
ingredients for goody bags for guests to take home to keep them 
smiling! AGES 7–10

FLANDERS ADVENTURE ACADEMY

Young Anglers SB
NEW FULL DAY, 1-WEEK ACADEMY

along with the importance of learning to conserve, protect, and 

based package of environmental, ecological, and angling information. 
You will learn to cast, identify your catch, select the right bait, 
and tie a variety of strong knots. Students receive instruction, 
participate in fun demonstrations and hands-on activities and will 

live in Flanders’ ponds and marsh. Educated anglers have a better 
understanding of our resources and the role we play. AGES 8–10

Tracking Bigfoot VS
Improve your observation skills by following tracks and searching for 
clues to solve the daily mystery. Real and imaginary, history and legend 

AGES 10–13

WEEK 12 :  AUGUST 23–27

Wildlife Explorers TH

tracks on the trails, catch and release insects in the meadow, go bird 
watching and get ready for a week of adventure. AGES 3–5

Build It SH
Beavers are building dams and a lodge; birds build nests and bees  
build in hives. What can we build to help animals? Spend a week  
as a contractor measuring lumber, sawing boards, hammering, and  
nailing to advance your carpentry skills. Build a birdhouse, search  
the forest for animal homes and make your own wood scrap  
creations. Wood is good! AGES 5–9 

Puppet Performance NB

Set the stage; create puppets, masks, and scenery for your own 
performance. Learn about storytelling, famous fables, and theater art 
while you create your own cast of characters in your happily ever after 
week of creativity and fun! AGES 5–9

Dig into Art S
Cultivate your creativity and enjoy a week of earth made art! Rock 
sculptures, dirt paint, stone and pebble mosaics, clay creations and 
sand paintings connect geology to art. Learn about famous cave 
paintings, earth artists and land art as you try new ways to create your 
own masterpieces. AGES 5–9

Crazy Creations VV  
Mix madness with masterpieces and measure a heaping scoop of fun 
with food! How high can you build a marshmallow tower? How high 
does yeast make dough rise? Culinary creativity and chaos are all part 
of delightful discoveries in the kitchen. AGES 7–10 

FLANDERS ADVENTURE ACADEMY

Survival Academy SB
FULL DAY, 1-WEEK ACADEMY
For those who love exploring the woods and nature, this Academy will 
have an exciting adventure each day with extreme survival scenarios 
and will work together as a team to develop the skills needed to 
overcome challenges in the outdoors. Academy participants will learn 

adventure of a lifetime! AGES 8–10

Trail Discoveries VS

vast offerings of outdoor adventures available to us locally. Learn 
backpacking safety tips, how to be bear aware, about poisonous or 
medicinal plants. Try bird watching, frog hunting citizen science and 

AGES 10–13

WEEK 13 :  AUGUST 30–SEPTEMBER 3

Good with Wood TH

Beavers build dams or lodges, and birds make nests. Discover how 
many animals depend on the forest to survive. Try building something 
good with wood! AGES 3–5

Adventure! NB

Explore the great outdoors before school starts! Plan on hiking, 
capturing creatures at the pond, playing games, and having fun! Get 

AGES 5–9

Incredible 
Creature Catch VS
Insect, spider, amphibian, 

are all part of discovering the 
creatures that share  
our world and our role to 
protect them. AGES 10–13


